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Local voices or new international 

donors?

Lisa Sjöblom

In the international development cooperation landscape, large inter-
national non-governmental organisations are important actors that 
channel substantial amounts of funds and influence policy-making. Who 
do these organisations represent? Where do they gain their legitimacy? 
Are they so called “local voices” or mainly new international donors?1 

Large international organisations are certainly donors in the sense that 
they channel funds from institutions, such as the Swedish government 
agency, Sida, and the EU, as well as from individuals in high-income 
countries to projects and organisations in low-income countries around 
the world. Most of them are not new. Many have existed for quite some 
time and have always been important actors.

To what extent are they then local voices? Let me start by discussing 
where these international organisations formally gain their legitimacy. 
Many of them, such as Save the Children Alliance, the WWF Interna-
tional, and Plan International, have problematic internal governance 
structures. Generally, there are three types of entities in these international 
organisations, federations or alliances. The first type is “donor country 
organisations”, such as WWF Sweden, Save the Children UK and Plan 
Norway, who are active in the countries where funds are raised. The 
second type is the international organisation, federation or alliance itself, 
for example WWF International, Save the Children Alliance and Plan 
International. And finally, the third type of entity is the “program country 
organisations” who are active in the countries where the programs are 
actually being implemented (generally low-income countries). 

Donor country organisations

The donor country organisations are generally independent legal entities 
that are members of the international organisations. Donor country 
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organisations therefore have influence over the strategic decision-making 
of the international organisation and the selection of international board 
members. However, the donor country organisations can also make 
independent decisions over which the international organisation has no 
control. This means that the international organisations are formally 
accountable to the donor country organisations, and – in case they are 
member-based (as for example WWF Sweden and Save the Children 
Sweden) – to the donor country organisations’ members.

Program country organisations 

The program country organisations, the ones who actually implement and 
should own the programs and projects, are generally part of the internatio-
nal organisations, and not independent members like the donor country 
organisations (the Red Cross with its federation of member countries 
with equal status is a notable exception). In other words, program country 
organisations are subsidiaries to the head quarters. They have no right to 
elect the board, nor to participate in strategic decision-making, and they 
have to follow directions given by the international head quarters. Since 
they are not independent legal entities, they do not have local members 
or locally elected boards in the countries where they work.

The international organisations; the example of Plan International 

It might therefore be easy to conclude that the international organisa-
tions, with their undemocratic governance structures, are development 
co-operation machines, implementing programs that are designed in 
London or in Sweden. However, that would be jumping to conclusions. 
Even if governance structures do not encourage local ownership, practise 
does. In the case of Plan, local offices develop their country strategies 
and programs after consultation with children and other important local 
stakeholders. Plan’s employees are by and large local staff, even if they 
are generally well educated and in that sense do not represent the poor. 

Historically, Plan’s local offices have worked directly with communities 
and community-based organisations, rather than through registered and 
well-established, civil society organisations. These small organisations, 
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created by the poor, children or students, are often not even registered. 
They handle small amounts of funds, and generally have weak admin-
istrative capacities. They are organisations who to a very large extent 
represent the voices of the poor, but they have difficulties gaining access 
to funding and important decision-making arenas.

Thus, Plan provides financing to such small organisations – and in 
that sense acts as a donor. But Plan also has access to United Nations 
bodies, to the African Committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare 
of the Child, the African Union, the European Union etc, which means 
that Plan can bring the voices of these community-based organisations 
and the people they represent onto the international arena. 

In the new policy landscape, government agencies require that as much 
funds as possible should be transferred to local civil society organisations 
with formal legitimacy to represent the poor. However, funds can only 
be transferred to registered, professional CSOs and these are not the 
small grassroots, community-based organisations that Plan traditionally 
has worked with. Non-registered community-based organisations would 
not be able to open a bank account, be subject to audit etc. 

Registered CSOs sometimes have a large member-base, consisting 
either of individuals or other organisations, but often they are quite 
“closed” with a strong Chief Executive Officer. There are, of course, 
registered CSOs that are small and community-based and very efficiently 
provide an organised voice for the poor. But just as often they are stronger, 
larger and more professionalised NGOs that, like the international NGOs, 
work with the poor without formally representing them. As donor requi-
rements become increasingly stringent, many donors (including the inter-
national organisations) tend to choose larger and more professionalised 
NGOs over small, locally based CSOs – where the poorest are actually 
active themselves – as counterparts, since only those organisations can 
live up to the requirements. 

Competing organisations or voice providers? 

I would argue that, technically speaking, Plan and other international 
organisations are certainly more international donors than local voices. 
Most international organisations lack the formal legitimacy to speak for 
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the poor – the poor have not elected their board members, and the poor 
have limited formal ways to influence their agendas.

However, even if international organisations cannot be a voice for the 
poor, they can, through strategic and responsive work, provide a voice for 
the poor; make the voices of the poor heard. And to make these voices 
heard is not necessarily about transferring funds to locally registered 
CSOs, even if this is an important part of their work. 

As argued above, local CSOs that can live up to current donor 
requirements do not necessarily represent the poor any more than the 
international organisations do. Sometimes international organisations 
can more efficiently act as a channel of funds, while living up to donor 
requirements. They provide small non-registered community-based orga-
nisations with the small amounts of funds they need to carry out their 
activities, and give them access to international networks and as well as 
national and international decision-making arenas. 

We are walking a fine line here, though. Given that the international 
organisations do not represent the poor but want to provide the poor 
with the resources that they need to claim their rights, when do the 
international organisations begin to take up space that grassroots actors 
could and should take? 

In a more decentralised funding structure, international organisations 
could start to compete with those they actually want to support. They 
therefore need to have the strength to only accept the role as a donor 
or channel of funds when this really adds value to those – the children, 
the poor – whose rights they claim to work for. These are issues that 
the international organisations themselves must continuously work on.

Note

1. This article is based on my experiences from working at Plan Sweden, part of Plan 
International. The reflections are my own and should be regarded as such.
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